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Using Ball Screens 

Philosophy Behind Using Ball Screens 
Ball screens can be utilized in a variety of  situations, however most times it is 
against a balance or set defense that will have the ability to use their ball screen 
coverages.  We have implemented these simple ball screen concepts and actions 
into out basic motion offensive scheme.  This will provide our players an 
opportunity to play in space.  We really focus on the fact that we want the defense 
to begin defending cutters and our basic movement before we set a ball screen.   

We feel that by using ball screens we can achieve on or more of  the following 
results:   
1. Make two defenders guard one offensive players to create a scramble situation 

or unbalanced defense.   
2. Exploit poor defenders…guards who melt or bigs that cannot move and defend 

on perimeter. 
3. Set ball screens in situations where it is very difficult to guard properly.  All our 

ball screens happen during the natural flow of  our offense and are always 
Posting screening for guards.  This makes it hard to switch on the screen or 
create a mismatch if  they do switch. 

4. Create counter opportunities. 
5. Create a role for undersized or unskilled post players. 

After the ball screen is set there are three ways that we look to score:  1. Post/Roll, 
drive or outside shot. 

Next, we will show you our initial alignment and movement.  Then I will show you 
how we incorporate the ball screen action into our regular motion offense. 
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We start our alignment with an 4 Around 1 look.  We want to 
have our guys spaced about 12-15 feet apart.  The post player 
can start in the mid-post or short corner. 

If  the player makes a pass the wing/corner, they will 
immediately make a basket cut and fill out to the other side of  
the floor. 

However, if  the player makes a horizontal pass to the other 
guard, they will screen away for the player in the corner. 

At certain points in a game, we will call a variety of  different quick hitters that 
involve our basic movement then flow into a ball screen.  Below I have given to ball 
screen quick hitters that we use a lot to get defenses unbalanced and create 
mismatches. 
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“Weave” 
Our initial alignment is also the way we start this quick 
hitter.   
1. The point guard will dribble towards to wing in the 
guards and execute a dribble handoff.  The wing will 
dribble towards the lane line extended area. 
2. On the other side of  the floor the “stretch post” or 4-man 
will set a cross screen for the opposite wing to come to the 
other lane line extended area to receive the pass..  

4.  The point will cut through receiving screens from the 
post and the “stretch post”, he will continue until he pops 
out on the opposite wing from where he started. 
5.  The 3-Man will go with his momentum for two dribbles 
to the right.  After the post sets the screen for the point he 
will come up and set a rear screen for the 2-Man on the 
wing.  3 will then reverse ball to the point. 

6.  After the point has received the ball,  3 man will cut 
through to the opposite corner.  2 will fill up to the wing 
ready to catch and shoot.   
7.  The post will spring across the floor and set a ball screen 
for the point on the wing and then roll to the front of  the 
rim.  Point will attack the lane line extended area looking to 
hit the roll or kick out to the opposite wing.  If  he decides to 
kick the ball out… 
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8.  On the kick out pass the point will set a mini ball screen 
for the 2 to get into the lane. 
9.  The post will post hard in the lane for a “duck-in” pass 
or 2 can hit the 4 man in the corner. 

Ball Screen Teaching Points 
Why ball screens normally work is because someone is actually screening.  In most 
screening situations players end up screening air instead of  someone.  Ball screens 
will NOT work unless the screed rolls to the front of  rim 90% of  the time.   

The post setting the ball screen must not let the man defending the ball go over the 
top of  the screen.  THERE NEEDS TO BE A COLLISION.  The players 
involved in the ball screen need to be taught the defense can only do four things:  1.  
Switch, 2. Hedge, 3. Trap, and 4. go under the screen.  These are easy to teach. 

When the post man rolls their belly button should never lose sight of  the ball.  
When the post man rolls to the goal the other post/ “stretch post” should replace 
him.  This is used to keep the defender from sagging and taking away the roll. 

Seldom will the ball screener be open rolling to the basket, but his rolling will break 
down the defense. 

The ball handler dribbling off  the screen should come off  of  it attacking the 
defenders thigh fast and hard to break down the defense. 

If  the point guard is not good at using ball screens let your two guard be the on to 
dribble off  of  the ball screens.   
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If  you play a team that is going to trap all ball screens just simply put your 4 man 
as the ball screener and let him pop back and shoot wide open jumpers when they 
double.   

When the ball handler comes off  the ball screen up top and passes to the open 
shooter, because his man is helping on the drive, the shooter must shoot the ball 
quickly, or attack with the dribble drive. 

You must remember on ball screens versus a set defense, the defense will not always 
breakdown immediately but if  you will be patient it will break down in two or three 
passes after the ball screen.
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